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STRUCTURE OF NEUTRON STARS � ��James LattimerDepartment of Physis & Astronomy, State University of New YorkStony Brook, NY 11794-3800, USA(Reeived Otober 29, 1999)Several aspets of the struture of neutron stars are onsidered fromtheoretial and observational perspetives. Theoretial limits on the massand radius are onsidered, and these are ompared with new observationsof isolated neutron stars and quasi-periodi osillators (QPOs). A radiusdetermination provides information onerning the nulear symmetry en-ergy and its density dependene, but does not muh onstrain the sti�nessof the EOS, ontrary to popular belief. Three analyti struture solutionsare disussed whih shed light on other strutural aspets of neutron stars,inluding their moments of intertia and binding energies. Pulsar glithesmay onstrain the distribution of the moment of inertia inside a star andsupernova neutrinos, marking the birth of a neutron star, may onstrainthe neutron star's binding energy.PACS numbers: 26.60.+, 97.60.Jd1. Introdution and theoretial onsiderationsThe theoretial study of the struture of neutron stars is essential if newobservations of masses and radii are to lead to e�etive onstraints on thedense matter equation of state (EOS). The long-standing inability to obtaintight limits on the EOS at supernulear densities makes suh analyses evermore important. This leture summarizes our understanding of neutron starstruture, and ompares theory and observations for neutron star masses,radii, moments of inertia and binding energies.The omposition of a neutron star hie�y depends on the nature of stronginterations, whih are not well understood in dense matter. The severalpossible models investigated [15,25℄ an be onveniently grouped into three� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.�� Partially supported by the US DOE Grant DE-AC02-87ER40317.(3171)



3172 J.M. Lattimerbroad ategories: nonrelativisti potential models, relativisti �eld theoreti-al models, and relativisti Dira�Bruekner�Hartree�Fok models. In eahof these approahes, the presene of additional softening omponents suh ashyperons, Bose ondensates or quark matter, an be inorporated. Detailsof the equations of state onsidered in this paper are summarized in Table I.TABLE IEquations of State-Approahes: V=Variational, FT=Field Theoretial,DBHF=Dira�Bruekner�Hartree-Fok, SP= Shemati Potential, SQM=StrangeQuark Matter; S.I.C.=Strongly interating omponents (n=neutrons, p=protons,H=hyperons, K=kaons, Q=quarks).Symbol Referene Approah S.I.C.FP Friedman & Pandharipande [7℄ V npWFF(1-3) Wiringa, Fiks & Fabroine [40℄ V npAP(1-3) Akmal & Pandharipande [1℄ V npMS(1-2) Müller & Serot [18℄ FT npMPA(1-2) Müther, Prakash & Ainsworth [19℄ DBHF npENG Engvik et al. [6℄ DBHF npPAL(1-5) Prakash, Ainsworth & Lattimer [24℄ SP npGMH(1-3) Glendenning & Moszkowski [9℄ FT npHGS(1-2) Glendenning & Sha�ner [10℄ FT npKPCL(1-2) Prakash, Cooke & Lattimer [26℄ FT npHQSQM(1-3) Prakash, Cooke & Lattimer [26℄ SQM QFig. 1 displays the mass-radius relations for old, atalyzed matter usingthese EOSs. Normal stars, those with zero density at the stellar surfae,have minimum masses of about 0.1 M�, primarily determined by the EOSbelow ns. At the minimum mass, the radii are generally in exess of 100km. Self-bound stars have �nite density (but zero pressure) at the surfae,and are represented here by strange quark matter (SQM) stars, in whihSQM is the ultimate ground state of matter. Suh stars have no minimummass. Valid EOSs must result in maximum masses greater than 1.4 M�, thelower observational limit obtained from PSR 1913+16. Unertainties in thehigh-density behavior of the EOS, due to the poorly onstrained many-bodyinterations, result in a signi�ant unertainty in the neutron star maximummass, whih an lie in the range from 1.4�2.8 M�. Rhoades & Ru�ni [27℄demonstrated that the assumption of ausality and knowledge of the EOS upa �duial density �f set an upper limit to the maximum mass of a neutronstar: 4:2p�s=�f M�, where �s = 2:7 � 1014 g m�3. A pratial lower masslimit for neutron stars of 1:1� 1:2 M� follows from the minimum mass of aprotoneutron star, estimated by examining a lepton-rih on�guration witha low-entropy inner ore of � 0:6 M� and a high-entropy envelope [12℄.
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Fig. 1. M�R urves for several reent EOSs listed in Table I. Contours of onstantR1 = R=q1� 2GM=R2 are shown as dotted urves. The ausal limit and theglith onstraint (Eq. 27) are shown as dashed and solid lines, respetively.Lattimer et al. [15℄ (see also Glendenning [8℄ ) have shown that ausalityalso sets a lower limit to the radius: R >� 3:04GM=R2, whih is plottedin Fig. 1. In the mass range from 1 to 1.5 M� or more, the radius isgenerally insensitive to the stellar mass. The major exeption illustratedis the model GS1, in whih a mixed phase ontaining a kaon ondensateappears at a relatively low density. This leads to onsiderable softening anda large inrease in entral density for M > 1 M�. Softening, while not asdramati, also ours in models GS2 and PCL2, whih ontain mixed phasesontaining a kaon ondensate and strange quarks, respetively.2. Observations of neutron star masses and radiiTo date, several aurate mass determinations of neutron stars in binaryradio pulsars are available [34℄, and they all lie in a narrow range (1:25�1:44M�). One neutron star in an X-ray binary, Cyg X-2, has an estimatedmass of 1:8 � 0:2 M� [20℄, but this determination is not as lean as for aradio binary. Another X-ray binary, Vela X-1, has been laimed to havea mass around 1.9 M� [37℄, although Stikland et al. [33℄ argue it to beabout 1.4 M�. It would not, however, be surprising if neutron stars in



3174 J.M. LattimerX-ray binaries had larger masses than those in radio binaries, sine the latterhave presumably not areted any mass sine their formation. Alternatively,Cyg X-2 ould be the �rst of a new and rarer population of neutron starsformed with high masses whih ould originate from more massive, rarer,supernovae. If the high masses for Cyg X-2 or Vela X-1 are on�rmed,signi�ant onstraints on the equation of state would be realized.Unfortunately, a preise diret measurement of the radius does not yetexist. Observations from the Earth of thermal radiation from neutron starsurfaes ould yield values of the �radiation radius�R1 = R=q1� 2GM=R2 ; (1)whih results from omparison of luminosities emitted from the star's surfaeL = 4�R2�T 4 and observed at in�nity L1 = 4�R21�T 41 (for blakbodies).L1 = L(1 � 2GM=R2) and T1 = Tq1� 2GM=R2 are the redshiftedluminosity and temperature, respetively. Contours of R1 are omparedwith M � R trajetories for several reent, representative EOSs (referenesand notes are listed in Table I) in Fig. 1. Values of R1 in the range of 12�20km are possible for neutron stars with masses >� 1 M�.Estimates of neutron star radii from observations have given a wide rangeof results. Those pulsars with at least some suspeted thermal radiationgenerially yield e�etive values of R1 so small that it is believed that theradiation originates from polar hot spots rather than from the surfae asa whole. For example, Golden & Shearer [11℄ found that upper limits tothe unpulsed emission from Geminga, oupled with a parallati distane of160 p, yielded values of R1 <� 9:5 km for a blakbody soure and R1 <�10 km for a magnetized H atmosphere. Similarly, Shulz [30℄ estimatedemission radii of less than 5 km, assuming a blakbody for eight low massX-ray binaries. Other attempts to dedue a radius inlude analyses [35℄ ofX-ray bursts from soures 4U 1705-44 and 4U 1820-30 whih also impliedrelatively small values, 9:5 <� R1 <� 14 km. Reently, Rutledge et al. [29℄found that thermal emission from neutron stars of a anonial 10 km radiuswas indiated by the interburst emission. However, the modeling of thephotospheri expansion and touhdown on the neutron star surfae requires amodel dependent relationship between the olor and e�etive temperatures,rendering these estimates unertain. Absorption lines in X-ray spetra havealso been investigated [13℄ with a view to deduing the neutron star radius.Candidates for the matter produing the absorption lines are either theareted matter from the ompanion star or the produts of nulear burningin the bursts. In the former ase, the most plausible element is thought to beFe, whih would imply R � 3:2GM=2, only slightly larger than the ausallimit. In the latter ase, plausible andidates are Ti and Cr, and larger values



Struture of Neutron Stars 3175of the radius would be obtained. In both ases, serious di�ulties remain ininterpreting the large line widths, of order 100�500 eV, in the 4:1� 0:1 keVline observed from many soures.A �rst attempt at using pulsar light urves and pulse frations to explorethe M � R relation suggested relatively large radii, of order 15 km [22℄.However, this method, whih assumed dipolar magneti �elds, was unableto satisfatorily reonile the alulated magnitudes of the pulse frationsand the shapes of the light urves with observations.The disovery of Quasi-Periodi Osillations (QPOs) from X-ray emit-ting neutron stars in binaries provides a possible way of limiting neutronstar masses and radii. These osillations are manifested as quasi-periodiX-ray emissions, with frequenies ranging from tens to over 1200 Hz. SomeQPOs show multiple frequenies, in partiular, two frequenies �1 and �2 atseveral hundred Hz. In the beat frequeny model, the highest frequeny �2 isassoiated with the Keplerian frequeny �K of inhomogeneities or blobs anaretion dis. The largest suh frequeny measured to date is �max = 1230Hz. However, general relativity predits the existene of a maximum orbitalfrequeny, sine the inner edge of an aretion dis must remain outside of theinnermost stable irular orbit at a radius of rs = 6GM=2 = 8:86(M=M�)km, orresponding to a frequeny of �K = pGM=r3s=2� (if the star is non-rotating). Equating �max with �K , one deduesM <� 1:78 M�; R <� 15:80 km: (2)The lower frequeny �1 is assoiated with a beat frequeny between �K andthe spin frequeny of the star [2℄. This spin frequeny is large enough, oforder 250-350 Hz, to inrease the theoretial mass limit in Eq. (2) to about2.1 M�. This is stritly an upper limit, unless further observations supportthe interpretation that �max is assoiated with orbits at the innermost stableorbit.However, evidene is mounting that �2��1 hanges with time in a givensoure and so annot be a rotation frequeny. Osherovih & Titarhuk [21℄proposed that �1 is the Keplerian frequeny and �2 is a hybrid frequenyof the Keplerian osillator under the in�uene of a magnetospheri Coriolisfore, with �2 =q�21 + (�=2�)2: (3)This relation an �t the observations. The Keplerian frequeny in this modelis now at most 800 Hz, leading to an upper mass limit that is nearly 3M� and of little pratial use. An alternative model, proposed by Stella &Vietri [31℄, assoiates �2 with �K and �2��1 with the preession frequeny ofthe periastron of slightly eentri orbiting blobs at radius r in the aretiondis, so that �1 = �Kp1� 6GM=r2. Note that (�K��1)�1 is the timesale



3176 J.M. Lattimerthat an orbiting blob reovers its original orientation relative to the neutronstar and the Earth, so that variations in �ux are expeted to be observed atboth frequenies �K and �K � �1. Presumably, even eentriities of order10�6 lead to observable e�ets. This model predits that�1=�2 = 1�q1� 6(GM�2)2=3=2; (4)a relation that depends only upon M . Eq. (4) agrees with observations ofQPOs, but only if 1:9 <� M=M� <� 2:1. This result is not very sensitive toompliating e�ets due to stellar rotation: the Lense�Thirring e�et andoblateness. This mehanism only depends on gravitometri e�ets, and mayapply also to areting blak hole systems (Stella et al. 1999), lending itredene.New prospets for a radius determination have emerged with the de-tetion of a nearby, non-pulsing, neutron star, RX J185635-3754, in X-rayand optial radiation [38,39℄. The observed X-rays, from the ROSAT satel-lite, are onsistent with blakbody emission with an e�etive temperatureof about 57 eV and very little extintion. In addition, the fortuitous loa-tion of the star in the foreground of the R CrA moleular loud limits thedistane to D < 120 p. The fat that the soure is not observable in radioand its lak of variability in X-rays implies that it is not a pulsar unlikeother identi�ed radio-silent isolated neutron stars. This gives the hope thatthe observed radiation is not ontaminated with non-thermal emission asis the ase for pulsars. The X-ray observations of RX J185635-3754 aloneyield R1=D � 0:06 p km�1 for a best-�t blakbody. Suh a value, evenombined with the maximum distane of 120 p, yields too small a value tobe onsistent with any neutron star with mass greater than 1 M�. But theoptial �ux was disovered to be about a fator of 4 brighter than the X-ray blakbody predits. This is onsistent with there being a heavy-elementatmosphere [28℄ but not a H-dominated atmosphere [3℄. The total �ux isdominated by X-rays, and is proportional to the fourth power of the star'stemperature if the emission is approximately blakbody. But the optial �ux,being on the Rayleigh�Jeans tail, is proportional to only the �rst power ofthe temperature. Requiring that both X-ray and optial data be mathedtherefore raises the estimated value of R1=D by a fator 42=3; detailed at-mospheri models predit a fator 3 [3℄. Fig. 2 shows representative model�ts to the data for various ompositions. Only heavy-element (i.e., pure Fe,Si, or typial results of Si-burning [�Si-ash�℄) ompositions give reasonable�ts. The measurement of a parallax from this star ould set meaningful lim-its to R1. Another possibility is that new spae-based X-ray observatories,suh as Chandra or XMM, will detet line features that ould pin down theatmospheri omposition, M=R via the redshift, and M and R individuallyif the star's gravity an be inferred.
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Fig. 2. Observations of RX J185635-3754 in X-rays (ROSAT), UV (EUVE) andoptial (HST, NTT) radiation. Representative �ts, and their parameters, for blak-body (BB), hydrogen (H) and Si-ash (Si) atmosphere models are shown.The reent disovery of an X-ray point soure in the Cas A supernovaremnant, presumably a neutron star formed in the explosion 320 years ago,has aroused interest. However, its large distane, 2.8 kp, and the preseneof a signi�ant amount of interstellar absorption in the line-of-sight, about50�100 times that towards RX J185635-3754, preludes the detetion of anoptial ounterpart.3. Consequenes for the EOS of a radius determinationIt is inorret to state that a sti� EOS implies both a large maximummass and a large radius. Counter examples, suh as GM3 and MS3, haverelatively large radii ompared to most other EOSs with larger maximummasses. Nevertheless, for stars with mass greater than 1 M�, only modelswith a large degree of softening an attain R1 < 12 km. Should the radiusof a neutron star ever be aurately determined to be this small, a strongase ould be made for the existene of extreme softening at high densities.The insensitivity of radius with mass is mimiked by a Newtonian poly-trope with n = 1, for whih R is independent of both M and the entraldensity (�). In fat, numerial relativists have often approximated densematter EOSs with an n = 1 polytrope, whih also has the property that



3178 J.M. LattimerR / pK, where K = P=�1+1=n. This suggests that there might be a quan-titative relation between the radius and the pressure at a given density thatdoes not depend upon the EOS at higher densities, whih determines theoverall softness or sti�ness (and hene, the maximum mass).

Fig. 3. Empirial relation between P , in units of MeV fm�3, and R, in km, forEOSs listed in Table I. The upper panel shows results for 1 M� (gravitationalmass) stars; the lower panel is for 1.4 M� stars. The di�erent symbols show valuesof PR�1=4 evaluated at three �duial densities.In fat, this onjeture is true. Fig. 3 shows the remarkable empirialorrelation whih exists between the radii of 1 and 1.4 M� stars and thematter's pressure evaluated at �duial densities of 1, 1.5 and 2 ns, wherens = 0:16 fm�3. Despite the relative insensitivity of radius to mass for apartiular EOS in this mass range, the nominal radius RM , whih is de�nedas the radius at a partiular mass M in solar units, still varies widely withthe EOS employed. Up to � 5 km di�erenes are seen in R1:4, for example.Of the EOSs in Table I, the only severe violation of this orrelation oursfor PCL2 at 1.4 M�, whih has extreme softening due to the existene ofa mixed phase with quark matter. (Had GS1 produed a 1.4 M� star, itwould have violated this orrelation also.) This orrelation is valid only forold, atalyzed neutron stars, i.e., not for protoneutron stars whih have�nite entropies and possibly trapped neutrinos.



Struture of Neutron Stars 3179Numerially, the orrelation has the form of a power law:R ' onstant [P (n)℄0:23�0:26 ; (5)where P is the total pressure inlusive of leptoni ontributions evaluatedat the density n. An exponent of 1/4 was hosen for display in Fig. 3, butthe orrelation holds for a small range of exponents about this value. Theorrelation is marginally tighter for the baryon density n = 1:5ns and 2nsases. Note that this power is not 1/2 as the n = 1 Newtonian polytropepredits. The exponent of 1/4 an be quantitatively understood by using arelativisti generalization of the n = 1 polytrope due to Buhdahl (1967).He found that the EOS � = 12pp�P � 5P ; (6)where p� is a onstant, has an analyti solution of Einstein's equations. Inthis solution, R is given in terms of p� and � � GM=R2 byR = (1� �)2r �288p�G(1� 2�) : (7)Note that R inreases very slowly with � (or M) for a given value of p�,exatly as expeted from the properties of an n = 1 Newtonian polytrope.It is instrutive to analyze the response of R to a hange of pressure at some�duial density �, for a �xed mass M . One �ndsd lnRd lnP ������;M = d lnRd ln p� ������ d ln p�d lnP ������"1 + d lnRd ln� �����p�#�1 (8)= 12 1� 56sPp�!(1� �)(1� 2�)(1� 3� + 3�2) : (9)In the limit � ! 0, one has P ! 0 and d lnR=d lnP j�;M ! 1=2, thevalue harateristi of an n = 1 Newtonian polytrope. Finite values of �and P must render the exponent smaller than 1/2. For example, if thestellar radius is about 15 km, Eq. (7) gives Gp�=4 = �=(288R2) � 4:85 �10�5 km�2. Furthermore, if the �duial density is � � 1:5mbns � 2:02 �10�44=G km�2 (with mb the baryon mass), Eq. (6) implies that GP=4 �8:5 � 10�6 km�2. For M = 1:4 M�, the value of � is 0.14, and one thenobtains d lnR=d lnP ' 0:31. While this is not exatly 1/4, the Buhdahlsolution is only an approximation of realisti EOSs and provides a reasonableexplanation of Eq. (5).



3180 J.M. LattimerThe existene of this orrelation is signi�ant beause the pressure ofdegenerate neutron-star matter near ns is primarily determined by the sym-metry properties of the EOS, as we now disuss. Thus, the measurement ofa neutron star radius, if not so small as to indiate extreme softening, ouldprovide an important lue to the symmetry properties of matter. In eitherase, valuable information is obtained.Studies of pure neutron matter strongly suggest that the energy of nu-lear matter near ns may be expanded in the asymmetry (1� 2x), where xis the proton fration, and the expansion an be terminated after only oneterm [24℄. In this ase, the energy per partile and pressure of old, betastable nuleoni matter isE(n; x) ' E(n; 1=2) + Sv(n)(1� 2x)2 ;P (n; x) ' n2[E0(n; 1=2) + S0v(n)(1 � 2x)2℄ ; (10)where E(n; 1=2) is the spei� energy of symmetri matter and Sv(n) isthe density-dependent bulk symmetry energy. Primes denote derivativeswith respet to density. At ns, the symmetry energy an be estimated fromnulear masses and has the value Sv � Sv(ns) � 27 � 36 MeV. Attemptsto further restrit this range from onsideration of �ssion barriers and theenergies of giant resonanes have been ambiguous. Both the magnitude of Svand its density dependene Sv(n) are unertain. Degenerate noninteratingnuleoni matter has a symmetry energy whih is proportional to n2=3, butinterations ontribute signi�antly.Leptoni ontributions must to be added to Eq. (10) to obtain the totalenergy and pressure; the eletron energy per baryon is (3=4)~x(3�2nx)1=3.Matter in neutron stars is in beta equilibrium, i.e., �e = �n��p = ��E=�x,so the eletroni ontributions may be eliminated to ast the total pressureP at a partiular density in terms of fundamental nulear parameters. Thepressure at ns is simplyPs = ns(1� 2xs)[nsS0v(ns)(1� 2xs) + Svxs℄ ; (11)where the equilibrium proton fration at ns isxs ' (3�2ns)�1(4Sv=~)3 ' 0:04 ; (12)for Sv = 30 MeV. Due to the small value of xs, we �nd that Ps ' nsS0v(ns).Were we to evaluate the pressure at a larger density, other nulear pa-rameters, inluding the nulear inompressibility Ks = 9(dP=dn)jns and theskewness K 0s = �27n3s(d3E=dn3)jns also beome signi�ant. For analytialpurposes, the nulear matter energy per baryon, in MeV, may be approxi-mated in the viinity of ns asE(n; 1=2) = �16 + Ks18 � nns � 1�2 � K 0s162 � nns � 1�3 : (13)



Struture of Neutron Stars 3181Experimental limits to the ompression modulus Ks, most importantly fromanalyses of giant monopole resonanes [4,41℄ give Ks �= 220 MeV. From thesaling model of the nuleus, Pearson [23℄ found the skewness parameter K 0sto lie in the range 1500�2500 MeV, but he negleted ontributions from thesurfae symmetry energy. For skewnesses this large, Eq. (13) annot be usedbeyond 1:5ns. Nevertheless, evaluating the pressure for n = 1:5ns, we �ndP (1:5ns) = 2:25ns[Ks=18�K 0s=216 + ns(1� 2x)2S0V ℄ : (14)The Ks and K 0s terms nearly anel, so that the symmetry term still om-prises most of the total.At present, experimental guidane onerning the density dependeneof the symmetry energy is limited and mostly based upon the division ofthe nulear symmetry energy between volume and surfae ontributions.Upoming experiments involving heavy-ion ollisions, whih might sampledensities up to � (3 � 4)ns, will be limited to analyzing properties of thenearly symmetri nulear matter EOS through a study of matter, momen-tum, and energy �ow of nuleons. Thus, studies of heavy nulei far o� theneutron drip lines will be neessary in order to pin down the properties ofthe neutron-rih regimes enountered in neutron stars.4. Constraints from moments of inertia and binding energiesBesides the stellar radius, other global attributes of neutron stars arepotentially observable, inluding the moment of inertia and the binding en-ergy. These quantities depend primarily upon the ratio M=R as opposed todetails of the EOS, as an be readily seen by evaluating them using ana-lyti solutions to Einstein's equations. There are three analyti solutions ofpartiular interest: 1) the Shwarzshild interior solution for an inompress-ible �uid (�In�), � = �, where � is the mass-energy density; 2) the Buh-dahl [5℄ solution (�Buh�) desribed above; and 3) Tolman's [36℄ VII solution(�T VII�), in whih the density pro�le is � = �[1� (r=R)2℄.The moment of inertia, whih, for a star uniformly rotating with angularveloity 
, is I = (8�=3) RZ0 r4(�+ P=2)e(���)=2(!=
)dr : (15)Here, the metri funtions e� � grr and e� � gtt. The metri funtion ! isa solution of the equationddr�r4e�(�+�)=2 d!dr �+ 4r3! ddre�(�+�)=2 = 0 (16)



3182 J.M. Lattimer

Fig. 4. The moment of inertia I , in units ofMR2, for several EOSs listed in Table I,and for three analyti solutions of Einstein's equations.with the surfae boundary ondition!R = 
 � R3 d!dr �����R = 
 �1� 2GIR32 � : (17)Unfortunately, an analyti representation of ! or the moment of inertia forany of the three exat solutions is not available. However, approximationswhih are valid to within 0.5% are [14℄IIn=MR2 ' 2(1� 0:87� � 0:3�2)�1=5 ; (18)IBuh=MR2 ' (2=3� 4=�2)(1� 1:81� + 0:47�2)�1 ; (19)ITV II=MR2 ' 2(1� 1:1� � 0:6�2)�1=7 : (20)In eah ase, the small � limit redues to the Newtonian results. Fig. 4ompares these approximations with several reent EOSs (see Table I fordetails), and indiates that the Tolman VII approximation is espeially good,exept for very soft EOSs.The binding energy formally represents the energy gained by assem-bling N baryons. If the baryon mass is mb, the binding energy is simplyBE = Nmb�M in mass units. However, the quantity mb has various inter-pretations in the literature. Some authors assume it is about 940 MeV/2,



Struture of Neutron Stars 3183the same as the neutron or proton mass. Others assume it is about 930MeV/2, orresponding to the mass of C12/12 or Fe56/56. The latter wouldyield the energy released in a supernova explosion and represents the energyreleased by the ollapse of a white-dwarf-like iron ore, whih itself is alreadyonsiderably bound. The di�erene, 10 MeV per baryon, orresponds to ashift of 10=940 ' 0:01 in the value of BE=M . In any ase, the binding en-ergy is diretly observable from the detetion of neutrinos from a supernovaevent; indeed, it might be the most preisely determined aspet.

Fig. 5. The binding energy per unit gravitational mass as a funtion of ompat-ness for the EOSs listed in Table I and for three analyti solutions of Einstein'sequations. The shaded region shows the predition of Eq. (22).Lattimer & Yahil [16℄ suggested that the binding energy ould be ap-proximated asBE � 1:5 � 1051(M=M�)2 ergs = 0:084(M=M�)2 M� : (21)This formula, in general, is aurate to �20%. However, a more auraterepresentation of the binding energy is given by [14℄BE=M ' 0:6�=(1 � 0:5�) ; (22)whih inorporates some radius dependene. Thus, the observation of su-pernova neutrinos, and the estimate of the total radiated neutrino energy,will yield more aurate information about M=R than about M alone.



3184 J.M. LattimerIn the ases of the inompressible �uid and the Buhdahl solution, ana-lyti results for the binding energy an be found:BEIn=M = :75��1[(2�)�1=2 sin�1p2� �p1� 2�℄� 1 ; (23)BEBuh=M = (1� 1:5�)(1 � 2�)�1=2(1� �)�1 � 1 : (24)These analyti results, numerial results for T VII, and the �t of Eq. (22)are ompared to some reent EOSs in Fig. 5.A new observational onstraint involving I onerns pulsar glithes. O-asionally, the spin rate of a pulsar will suddently inrease (by about a partin 106) without warning after years of almost perfetly preditable behav-ior. However, Link, Epstein & Lattimer [17℄ argue that these glithes are notompletely random: the Vela pulsar experienes a sudden spinup about everythree years, before returning to its normal rate of slowing. Also, the size of aglith seems orrelated with the interval sine the previous glith, indiatingthat they represent self-regulating instabilities for whih the star preparesover a waiting time. The angular momentum requirements of glithes inVela imply that � 1:4% of the star's moment of inertia drives these events.Glithes are thought to represent angular momentum transfer betweenthe rust and another omponent of the star. In this piture, as a neutronstar's rust spins down under magneti torque, di�erential rotation developsbetween the stellar rust and this omponent. The more rapidly rotatingomponent then ats as an angular momentum reservoir whih oasionallyexerts a spin-up torque on the rust as a onsequene of an instability. Apopular notion at present is that the freely spinning omponent is a super-�uid �owing through a rigid matrix in the thin rust, the region in whihdripped neutrons oexist with nulei, of the star. As the solid portion isslowed by eletromagneti fores, the liquid ontinues to rotate at a on-stant speed, just as super�uid He ontinues to spin long after its ontainerhas stopped. This super�uid is usually assumed to loate in the star's rust,whih thus must ontain at least 1.4% of the star's moment of inertia.The high-density boundary of the rust is loated at the phase boundarybetween nulei and uniform matter, where the pressure is Pt and the densityis nt. The low-density boundary is the neutron drip density, or for all prati-al purposes, simply the star's surfae sine the amount of mass between theneutron drip point and the surfae is negligible. �R is the rust thikness:the distane between the surfae and the point where P = Pt. One anutilize Eq. (15) to determine the moment of inertia of the rust alone usingthe assumptions that P=2 << �, m(r) ' M , and !e�(�+�)=2 ' !R in therust: �I ' 8�3 !R
 RZR��R �r4e�dr ' 8�3GM !R
 PtZ0 r6dP ; (25)



Struture of Neutron Stars 3185where M is the star's total mass and the TOV equation of hydrostati equi-librium was used in the last step. The fat that the rustal EOS is of theapproximate polytropi form P ' K�4=3 an be used to approximate theintegral R r6dP . With this and Eqs. (22) and (17), the quantity �I=Ibeomes [14℄�II ' 28�PtR33M2 (1� 1:67� � 0:6�2)� �1 + 2Pt(1 + 5� � 14�2)ntmb2�2 ��1 : (26)The EOS parameter Pt, in the units of MeV fm�3, varies over the range0:25 < Pt < 0:65 for realisti EOSs. Like the �duial pressure at and abovenulear density whih appears in the relation Eq. (5), Pt should dependsensitively upon the behavior of the symmetry energy near nulear density.Link, Epstein & Lattimer [17℄ established a lower limit to the radii of neutronstars of a given mass using Eq. (26) with Pt at its maximum value and theglith onstraint �I=I � 0:014. Stellar models that are ompatible withthis onstraint must fall to the right of the �I=I = 0:014 ontour in Fig. 1.This is equivalent to the relationR > 3:9 + 3:5M=M� � 0:08(M=M�)2 km ; (27)whih is somewhat more restritive than the one based upon ausality.I would like to thank Henryk Czy», the loal organizers and students fortheir graious hospitality during the USTRON'99 meeting.REFERENCES[1℄ A. Akmal, V.R. Pandharipande, Phys. Rev. C56, 2261 (1997).[2℄ A. Alpar, J. Shaham, Nature 316, 239 (1985).[3℄ P. An, J.M. Lattimer, M. Prakash, F. Walter, (1999), to be published.[4℄ J.-P. Blaizot, J.F. Berger, J. Dehargé, M. Girod, Nul. Phys. A591, 431(1995).[5℄ H.A. Buhdahl, Astrophys. J. 147, 310 (1967).[6℄ L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes, G. Bao, E. Østgaard, Astrophys. J.469, 794 (1996).[7℄ B. Friedman, V.R. Pandharipande, Nul. Phys. A361, 502 (1981).[8℄ N.K. Glendenning, Phys. Rev. D46, 1274 (1992).[9℄ N.K. Glendenning, S.A. Moszkowski, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 2414 (1991).[10℄ N.K. Glendenning, J. Sha�ner-Bielih, Phys. Rev. C60, 025803 (1990).
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